
For MCP use only 

Proposal No. Region 

Project Score 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Date: Project Name: 

Applicant Name: 

Organization Name: (if applicable) 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Telephone Number: Email Address: 

Organization Type: Nonprofit Organization Individual Other 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
1. Short summary of project (825 characters or less). What does the proposal attempt to accomplish?

2. The goals of the RTMP are as follows:

 Establish and maintain a sustainable system of roads and trails that meet design and 
management standards. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of roads and trails on sensitive resources, habitats, riparian
areas, and special status plant and animal species.

 Improve the visitor experience and visitor safety for all users, including hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.

Describe how the project will meet each goal (1100 characters or less). 

08/26/2020 New East/West Connector trail in Alto Bowl Preserve

Robert Silvestri

Community Venture Partners, Inc.

73 Surrey Avenue

Mill Valley CA 94941

(415) 381-3887 communityventurepartners@comcast.net

✔

Please see Attachment A: Section 1, Item #1

Please see Attachment A: Section 1, Item #2



3. Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, and
guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1100 characters or less). 

4. Does the project affect trails that connect to a sanctioned trail on adjacent public or private lands? 
Yes No 

5. Will this proposed project require coordination with adjacent public or private landowners? 
If so, please explain? (450 characters of less) 

Project actions (by segment and number):
Segment Name (i.e., “Woodoak Trail 25431”) Proposed Action (i.e., “close” or “reroute”) 

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

(Note: Sections 2 to 4 should be filled out for each proposed action listed above. Please make sure to 
copy and repeat sections 2 to 5 for each action and append these sections to this document.) 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 
1. Action title: 
2. Action type*: New Trail Decommission Reroute Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction 
Other 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan.

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 

Please see Attachment A: Section 1, Item #3

✔

The entire proposal can be completed on dedicated MCOSD open space land in the Alto Bowl Preserve and the
Horse Hill Equestrian Preserve, all of which is presently owned and maintained by the Marin County Open
Space District. However, the at the western end of the new proposed trail, the County has the option to seek
permission from the City of Mill Valley to connect directly to the Mill Valley Sausalito Path, at Vasco Ct.

Alto Bowl and Horse Hill Preserve New trail: See attached descriptive diagram

Horse Hill Fire Rd. Directional signage: See attached descriptive diagram

Construct New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve

✔

✔

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 for each of the Project Actions described above: a) and b)



4. Trails affected:

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions):

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes No 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply):
Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) 

Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Wildlife/botanical benefit Removes hazards 
Other

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 

Section 3: Action Location Information 
1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83):

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails):

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to
JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known):

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 
Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 
section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: 

d) Number of trees to be removed: 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 

Requests for accommodations may be made by calling (415) 473-4381, TTY (415) 473-2495, CRS dial 
711, e-mail at disabilityaccess@marincounty.org at least five work days in advance. Copies of 
documents are available in alternative formats, upon request. 

the Horse Hill/Dollar Fire Road

Can be commenced immediately with District approval and completed during dry seasons

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

Greatly improve options and the riding experience for off road bikers
See Attach

See Attach

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 for each of the Project Actions described above: a) and b)

In the Alto Bowl and Horse Hill Preserve and connecting to the Dollar Fire Rd., Vasco Court, and Lomita Drive.

New trail access connects Vasco Court in Scott Valley to

Lomita Drive in the northern Alto Sutton area, and intersects the Horse Hill Fire Road.

NONE

Minimal impacts on native grassland slopes

Minimal to negligable

Minimal

Reduction of illegal trail and off trail riding to benefit habitat



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

“Attachment A” 

 

Date: 08/26/2020 

Project Name: New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve 

 

Applicant Name: Robert Silvestri 

Organization Name: Community Venture Partners, Inc. 

Mailing Address: 73 Surrey Avenue 

City: Mill Valley   State: CA   Zip: 94941 

Telephone: (415) 381-3887 

Email: communityventurepartners@comcast.net 

 

Organization Type: Nonprofit 501(c)(3) 

 

 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
 
1. Response to Section 1 – Item #1: Short Summary of Project: (822 characters) 
 
Create new, east/west connector trail offering bike access across the southern portion 
of the Alto Bowl Preserve, where off-road bikers coming north from Mill Valley, Tiburon, 
or Strawberry, Alto Sutton neighborhoods, and north on the Mill Valley Sausalito 
Multiuse Path, from San Francisco, into the Alto Bowl Preserve, gain improved access 
to the Camino Alto Preserve trails, to the west. Biking groups acknowledge that a 
convenient east/west connector trail is desirable. This new connector trail will improve 
connectivity to Region 1 Open Space, provide off-road bikers with an exciting, low-
conflict east/west bike route to the west, with varying grades and clear sight lines. 
 
The new trail in fully contained with MCOSD owned land, will have minimal 
environmental impacts, and meets all RTMP trails guidelines and standards. NOTE: In 
2016, a new bike lane was installed along the north/south route of Camino Alto, 
providing more biking options in the Alto Bowl area. 
 
 
2. Response to Section 1 – Item #2: Meeting RTMP Goals: (1092 characters)  
 
This proposal for a new east/west connector trail in the southern Alto Bowl Preserve 
(See attached Map) meets all RTMP goals and design, sustainability, and management 
standards. It will reduce maintenance and decrease environmental degradation, illegal 



off-trail riding, trail hazards, and user conflicts. It will increase trail safety, enhance the 
experience for all Alto Bowl Preserve users, and better serve biker’s needs. 
MCOSD’s attempt to open the Middagh Trail to biking failed, not just because the courts 
"set aside" its illegitimate approval, but because it violated the RTMP's goals and 
policies, noted above. It also failed to create a legitimate “east/west connector,” as 
promised, and it did not “improve connectivity to Region 1 Open Space preserves,” as it 
stated, because the Middagh Trail can only serve as an east/west "connector" if bikers 
get to it by illegally riding on the Horse Hill Trail to the east.   
 
As a result, illegal biking on the Middagh increased illegal biking on the Horse Hill Trail, 
increased trail hazards, user conflicts, and trail and environmental degradation.  Finally, 
the MCOSD Middagh proposal failed to address bikers' real need for a logistically 
effective Alto Bowl east/west connector, which is best served by a southern route.  
 
 
3. Response to Section 1 – Item #3: How the Project is consistent with policies, 
standards, and RTMP Guidelines (1090 characters) 
 
It is a matter of record that biking on single-track hiking/equestrian trails displaces 
existing users, increases user conflicts and reduces public safety. A new biking trail will 
separate users, to the benefit of both.  
 
This proposal aligns with goals and policies of the RTMP: Policy SW.12, “strive to 
increase road and trail connectivity.” It conforms to BIO-4.k, to “protect habitat and 
wildlife corridors,” and BIO-5.f “clearly marked” access, and supports GOALS TRL-1 
(“expand trail network”), TRL-1.2 (“expand trail system”), TRL.1.d (“complete trail 
systems”), TRL-2.3 and TRL-2.e, (“user” and “public safety”), TRL-2.6 and P3 (“multiple 
access points”), TRL-2.8 and T2c (provide “signage”), and Policy T.1 and SW.12 (“loop 
connectors”). 
 
A southern connector is superior to any northern route (e.g., The Middagh), per Policy 
SW.16, "The MCOSD may prohibit certain trail uses or apply increased trail use 
restrictions within certain areas to enhance safety, minimize conflicts between trail users 
and protect natural resources." And Policy SW.17, “strive to prevent displacement of 
equestrians and pedestrians when accommodating trail access and trail connections for 
mountain bikers” and “take care to maintain connectivity between destinations for user 
groups historically using those trails.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SECTION 2: ACTIONS SUMMARY and Metrics 
 
 
Responses to Section 2: Item #3: Action Summary 
 
 
New Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve and Horse Hill Preserve: 
Project Action a):  (482 characters) 
 
Create new, graded, east/west connector trail across the southern portion of the Alto 
Bowl Preserve, with 5 ft. bench, as noted on attached maps and diagrams, below. 95% 
of new trails conform to existing topography, having varying but gradual slopes, superb 
natural drainage, and completely unobstructed sight lines. Habitat disruption and 
vegetation removal is minimal. No streams or registered species are impacted. The new 
trail in fully contained with MCOSD owned land and will meet or exceed all RTMP trails 
guidelines and construction and maintenance standards.  
 
Install new directional signage on Horse Hill Fire Road and at trail access: 
Project Action b): (497 characters) 
 
Signage is critical to user safety and to encourage legal trail riding: 1) Install directional, 
usage, and instructional signage at intersections with existing trails, public streets, and 
fire roads (see attached diagrams):  

a) Enter/exit of trail at Lomita Drive and Vasco Ct.;  
b) Biker route directional signage at Horse Hill Fire Rd. intersections; 
c) A gate and “No outlet/no biking” signage at the top end of Horse Hill Fire Rd. 
(currently Horse Hill Fire Rd. is accessible only from one end, at Lomita Dr. but 
bikers continue, illegally, on to “hiker/equestrian only” trails at the top). 

  



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Date: 08/23/2020 

Project Name: New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve 

Applicant Name: Robert Silvestri 

Organization Name: Community Venture Partners, Inc. 

Mailing Address: 73 Surrey Avenue 

City: Mill Valley   State: CA   Zip: 94941 

Telephone: (415) 381-3887 

Email: communityventurepartners@comcast.net 

 

Organization Type: Nonprofit 501(c)(3) 

 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “a)” 
 

1. Action title: Construct New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve 

2. Action type*: New Trail o✔ Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o 
Other  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 for each of the Project Actions described above: a) 



4. Trails affected: the Horse Hill / Dollar Fire Road 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Can be commenced immediately with District approval and completed during dry seasons 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o✔ 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o✔ 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ Removes hazards o✔ 

 Other Greatly improve options and the riding experience for off road bikers  

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 3000 ft.
 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 5 feet
 

 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

Start: (Lomita) Lt. 37.907; Lg. -122.518 to (Vasco Ct.) Lt. 37.910 to Lg. -122.52 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

In the Alto Bowl and Horse Hill Preserve and connecting to the Dollar Fire Rd., Vasco Court, and Lomita Drive. 
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): New trail access connects Vasco Court in Scott Valley to  

Lomita Drive in the northern Alto Sutton area, and intersects the Horse Hill Fire Road. 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: NONE
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Minimal impacts on native grassland slopes  

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: Minimal to negligible
 

d) Number of trees to be removed: Minimal saplings 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 
Reduction of illegal trail and off trail riding to benefit habitat 



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Date: 08/23/2020 

Project Name: New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve 

Applicant Name: Robert Silvestri 

Organization Name: Community Venture Partners, Inc. 

Mailing Address: 73 Surrey Avenue 

City: Mill Valley   State: CA   Zip: 94941 

Telephone: (415) 381-3887 

Email: communityventurepartners@comcast.net 

 

Organization Type: Nonprofit 501(c)(3) 

 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “b)” 
 
 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 

1. Action title: Directional signage and instructions in Alto Bowl Preserve and Horse Hill Preserve 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ 

Other Conform signage and route entry/exit to Action a)  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 for each of the Project Actions described above: b) 



4. Trails affected: the Horse Hill / Dollar Fire Road 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Can be commenced immediately with District approval and completed during dry seasons 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o✔ 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ Removes hazards o 

 Other Improve the user experience for all users and reduction of trail use conflicts  

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 0 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 0 
 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 maps and diagram for each of the Project Actions described above: b) 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

In the Alto Bowl and Horse Hill Preserve and connecting to the Dollar Fire Rd., Vasco Court, and Lomita Drive. 
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): 

and at intersections at the Horse Hill Fire Road. 

At Vasco Court in Scott Valley, on Lomita Drive in Alto Sutton,  

 
 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: NONE
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: NONE
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: NONE
 

d) Number of trees to be removed: NONE 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduction of illegal trail and off trail riding to benefit habitat  

 

 
 









For MCP use only 

Proposal No. Region 

Project Score 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Date: Project Name: 

Applicant Name: 

Organization Name: (if applicable) 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Telephone Number: Email Address: 

Organization Type: Nonprofit Organization Individual Other 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
1. Short summary of project (825 characters or less). What does the proposal attempt to accomplish?

2. The goals of the RTMP are as follows:

 Establish and maintain a sustainable system of roads and trails that meet design and 
management standards. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of roads and trails on sensitive resources, habitats, riparian
areas, and special status plant and animal species.

 Improve the visitor experience and visitor safety for all users, including hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.

Describe how the project will meet each goal (1100 characters or less). 

08/26/2020  Safety Upgrades on the Middagh Trail

Mari Robinson

 Mill Valley Meadows HOA

 2 Compton Circle

Mill Valley CA 94941

(415) 384-8035 marirobinson@comcast.net

✔

This proposal includes trails improvement and safety reconstruction proposals to address design flaws and to deter 
illegal biking, which has increased since the trails work in 2016: A) Decommission the hillside "social trail" from 
Camino Alto down to the Middagh Trail at the northernmost switchback: regrade and re-vegetate slope and build a 
solid barrier along Camino Alto; B) Regraded the Alto Bowl Fire Road at the Middagh Trail eastern access with 
compactible roadbase; C) install safety choke points at dips on the Middagh Trail at steep gradients in eastern 
segment, for user safety and to deter illegal bike riding; D) Install permanent 5 ft. step treads on Middagh Trail 
switchbacks for hiker and equestrian safety. See ATTACHMENT A, Section 2.

The proposed work will meet RTMP design and management standards, improve the user experience and hiker 
and equestrian safety, and reduce future maintenance costs and trail damage caused by illegal biking. Item A) will 
deter illegal trail access and riding, and reduce hillside erosion and habitat damage. Item B) will reduce trail 
erosion and sedimentation into the Alto Manor Creek, and eliminate hiking slip and fall hazards. Item C) will 
decrease erosion and trail and habitat damage being caused by illegal trail biking. Item D) will increase trail safety 
in wet seasons for hikers and equestrians. Each of these action items improves the user experience and safety 
for hikers and equestrians, and discourages illegal biking. The court's judgment to "set aside" the illegal approval 
of biking on the Middagh Trail has not stopped illegal use and has promoted illegal biking on the Horse Hill Trail, 
causing increased trails damage and user conflicts and diminished the user experience for all legal users.



3. Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, and
guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1100 characters or less). 

4. Does the project affect trails that connect to a sanctioned trail on adjacent public or private lands? 
Yes No 

5. Will this proposed project require coordination with adjacent public or private landowners? 
If so, please explain? (450 characters of less) 

Project actions (by segment and number):
Segment Name (i.e., “Woodoak Trail 25431”) Proposed Action (i.e., “close” or “reroute”) 

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

(Note: Sections 2 to 4 should be filled out for each proposed action listed above. Please make sure to 
copy and repeat sections 2 to 5 for each action and append these sections to this document.) 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 
1. Action title: 
2. Action type*: New Trail Decommission Reroute Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction 
Other 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan.

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 

Please see Attachment A: Section 1; Item #3 
 

✔

No

The Middagh Trail Decommission hillside social trail at Camino Alto

The Middagh Trail Regrade/resurface Fire Road at Middagh East access

The Middagh Trail Install safety choke points at dips on steep grades

The Middagh Trail Install 5 ft. wide steps at steep grade switchbacks

Safety Upgrades on the Middagh Trail

✔

✔

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 for each of the Project Actions described above: a) b) c) and d), and 
Attachment B: Action Summary: Facts and circumstances.



4. Trails affected:

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions):

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes No 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply):
Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) 

Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Wildlife/botanical benefit Removes hazards 
Other

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 

Section 3: Action Location Information 
1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83):

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails):

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to
JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known):

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 
Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 
section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: 

d) Number of trees to be removed: 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 

Requests for accommodations may be made by calling (415) 473-4381, TTY (415) 473-2495, CRS dial 
711, e-mail at disabilityaccess@marincounty.org at least five work days in advance. Copies of 
documents are available in alternative formats, upon request. 

The Middagh Trail and the Alto Bowl/Coach Rd Fire Road

Work can commence immediate in dry months of the year.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

See attach.

See attach.

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping and as noted in Attachments to Section 3

The Middagh Trail in the Alto Bowl Preserve

The Alto Bowl/Coach Fire Road

none

Reduce impacts and replant slopes with native species

None

None

Habitat protection and reduced off trail usage by all legal users



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

ATTACHMENT “A” 

 

Date: 08/26/2020 

 

Project Name: Reconstruction and Safety Upgrades on the Middagh Trail 

 

Applicant Name: Mari Robinson 

Organization Name: Mill Valley Meadows HOA 

Mailing Address: 2 Compton Circle 

City: Mill Valley   State: CA   Zip: 94941 

Telephone: (415) 384-8035 

Email:  marirobinson@comcast.net 

 

Organization Type: Homeowners Association 

 

 

Section 1: Project Objectives: 
 
Response to Section 1; Item #3: RTMP Policies, Standards, and Guidelines: 
Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, 
and guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (882characters) 
 
RTMP Guidelines strive to “improve the visitor experience and visitor safety.” Additional 
Guidelines and Policies state, "The MCOSD may prohibit certain trail uses or apply 
increased trail use restrictions within certain areas to enhance safety, minimize conflicts 
between trail users and protect natural resources." (Policy SW 16). In addition, the 
RTMP policies promote the “protect sensitive habitat and natural resources” (TRL-2.1), 
and the need to “maintain trails to protect the safety of trail users” (TRL-2.3), and 
“Promote Harmony Among Trail Users” (TRL-2.g).  
 
My experience is that despite being banned, illegal biking on the Middagh Trails is 
ongoing, aggressive, destructive, and hazardous. The work action items noted in this 
proposal will help deter illegal biking on the Middagh Trail. It seems to those of us who 
live near and around the Middagh Trail that enforcement of RTMP policies is almost 
nonexistent. Yet, the RTMP requires the MCOSD “monitor the type and frequency of 
violations,” (TRL-2.p).  
 
 
 

 



2 
 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

ATTACHMENT “B” 
 
Response to Section 2: Item #3 a): Action Summary: Facts and Circumstances 
 
I live at 2 Compton Circle in the heart of Scott Valley, surrounded by the Alto Bowl and 
Horse Hill Preserves to the north, east, and south. I am a frequent hiker on all the trails 
and involved in our homeowners association. The general idea of introducing biking on 
the Middagh has always been questionable. In 2017, the trail was increased in size from 
about 2-3 feet to around 5 feet, but it has since narrowed considerably almost back to 
its original size, so the only way to safely hike now, when an illegal biker approaches, is 
to be able to step off the trail. And illegal biking and related trails/habitat damage has 
increased in recent years. 
 
Since MCOSD approved a change in use to allow bikes on the Middagh, I have 
observed bikers accessing the Middagh through the newly constructed Horse Hill Trail, 
which was never opened to bikes. These riders are mostly coming from the east, using 
Meadowcrest and other private roads to access the Horse Hill Trail. In my view, this is 
an inevitable result of opening up the Middagh Trail to bikes. 
 
Fast-moving, illegal bikers show little courtesy to hikers or equestrians on the trail. Trail 
damage and erosion is increasing (See photos, attached). Hikers are forced off trail to 
avoid collisions with bikes. This is particularly dangerous for seniors or hikers with pets 
and children. I have filed many incident reports with MCSOD, over the years (one 
example is attached), but none of them have resulted in better enforcement of trail 
rules. This combined with poorly executed design changes on the Middagh Trail has 
increased trail degradation and rutting, which displaces users and increases off-trail use 
to avoid ponds and muddy ruts. Young bikers like to use the erosion dips for jumps. 
Two young bikers attempting jumps on the dips recently crashed into each other and 
one lost an eye. Existing biking “No biking” signage is extremely small and has no 
effect. 
 
Anyone who hikes the Middagh from the east, during the winter, encounters deep 
rutting from illegal biking and ponding water. This makes it necessary to climb up onto a 
muddy bank to go around the ruts. Bikes race through the water undeterred, but many 
hikers, myself included, often give up and go home. I hear others say the same thing, 
particularly older, long-time hikers: the Middagh is often impassible if you are a hiker. 
Biking signage has no effect. Now even faster and heavier e-bikes are on the Middagh 
adding more stress to users and the environment. (See photo evidence of fat tire 
motorized biking and dirt biking)  Bikers seeking access to the larger OSPs in Region 1 
have many other routes, including Camino Alto, which has been upgraded with bike 
lanes. Hikers and equestrians have no other trail route than the Middagh to the other 
OSPs in Region 1.  All fire roads are open to bikes but the biking establishment doesn’t 
count them. This makes no sense because obviously fire roads are the backbone of the 
trail system. 
 



Trail Damage Photos (2019 to 2020) 
 
 

 

     
 
Evidence of ongoing, illegal, mechanized, “fat tire” electric bicycle use on the Middagh Trail 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



     
 

Evidence of significant illegal trail riding and environmental degradation at the eastern entry to the 
Middagh Trail and on the upper benches. 

 
         





 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “a)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Decommission hillside social trail at Camino Alto 
 

1. Action title: Decommission hillside social trail at Camino Alto and restore hillside vegetation 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o✔ Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ 

Other  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: Middagh Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required by the District. 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: NO Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES
 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o✔ YES 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ YES  Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

Decommission the existing “social trail” down the steep hillside at the northwestern switchback near 
Camino Alto, and block access with a 4 ft. high solid barrier to stop down erosion, habitat damage, and 
equestrian and hiker hazards/conflicts with fast-moving illegal biker access entering down the hillside 
off of Camino Alto. This activity is trampling vegetation and eroding the hillside. See photos, attached. 
 

 



 Other Increases user safety and reduces  maintenance costs  Length of prosed trail to 

be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = approx. 20 ft. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = N/A 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on attached MAP 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): 
Camino Alto 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Reduced vegetation impacts
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues:  None

d) Number of trees to be removed: None 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduces off trail usage by all legal users 

 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “b)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Regrade and resurface Alto Bowl Fire Rd. at eastern 
intersection with the Middagh Trail 
 

1. Action title: Regrade and resurface Alto Bowl Fire Rd. at eastern intersection with the Middagh 

Trail  

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ 

Other  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: Middagh Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be commenced at any time in dry season 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: NO Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES
 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o✔ YES

  Regraded the Alto Bowl Fire Road at the Middagh Trail access area with compactible roadbase. The existing 
condition was never constructed correctly. This action will reduce trail erosion and sedimentation into the Alto 
Manor Creek, eliminate hiker slip and fall hazards, and safety hazards for equestrians. Regrading of the Alto Bowl 
Fire Rd. will enhance legal bike riding going north/south on the road.  
 

 



 Wildlife/botanical benefit o  Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

 Other Increases user safety and reduces maintenance costs   

 

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

approx. 50 ft. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = N/A 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on attached MAP 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): 
Alto Bowl Fire Road 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: N/A
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Reduced vegetation impacts
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues:  None

d) Number of trees to be removed: None 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduces off trail usage by all legal users 

 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “c)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Install safety choke points at dips on the Middagh Trail at steep 
gradients 
 

1. Action title: Install safety choke points at dips on the Middagh Trail at steep gradients 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ 

Other  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: Middagh Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be commenced at any time in dry season 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: NO Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES
 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o✔ YES

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o  Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

  Install safety choke points at dips on the Middagh Trail at steep gradients to increase trail 
safety and deter illegal bike riding. This will decrease user conflicts with fast-moving, illegal 
bikers on the trail, and decrease erosion, trail damage, and hazards from users being forced 
off-trail caused by illegal trail biking. 
 

 



 Other Increases user safety and reduces maintenance costs   

 

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

minimal, see Map attached. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = N/A 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on attached MAP 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): Alto Bowl Fire Road 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: N/A
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Reduced vegetation and habitat impacts
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues:  None

d) Number of trees to be removed: None 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduces off trail usage by all legal users 

 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “d)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Install safety choke points at dips on the Middagh Trail at steep 
gradients 
 

1. Action title: Install safety choke points at dips on the Middagh Trail at steep gradients 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ 

Other  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: Middagh Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be commenced at any time in dry season 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: NO Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES
 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o✔ YES

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o  Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

  Install permanent 5 ft. step treads on Middagh Trail at eastern switchbacks to increase trail safety in 
wet seasons for hikers and equestrians, particularly in wet seasons. This will also discourage, ongoing, 
illegal biking. Treads should be constructed of treated timbers or recycled, structural plastic timbers, 
held in place with coated steel rebar, or similar anchoring methods, driven into the ground till refusal. 
 

 



 Other Increases user safety and reduces maintenance costs   

 

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

minimal, see Map attached. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = N/A 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on attached MAP 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): Alto Bowl Fire Road 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: N/A
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Reduced vegetation and habitat impacts
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues:  None

d) Number of trees to be removed: None 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduces off-trail usage by all legal users 

 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


Marin County Parks  

Incident Report 

All fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required.

If you have an emergency, dial 9-1-1. Use this form to report an incident or interaction with another visitor, safety hazard, 

maintenance issue, or trail/fire road condition on a Marin County Parks facility, including parks, multiuse pathways, and on 

Marin County Open Space District preserves.

Incident # 1372

First Name

Mari 

* * Last Name

Robinson

* E-mail

marirobinson@comcast.net

Address

2 Compton Circle

City

Mill Valley

* Telephone (999) 999-9999

415-384-8035

Zip Code

94941

Incident Description

Incident Type

Bicycle/ Similar Vehicles,  Unauthorized Trail

* Date of Incident

3/8/2018

* Time of Incident

4:15 pm

Location (Select only one from Parks, Pathways, or Preserves):

Parks/Facilities

*

Multiuse Pathways

Fire Road or Trail in Preserve

Alto Bowl-Bob Middaugh Trail

Preserves

Alto Bowl

Describe the Incident and Any Other Information about Additional Persons and/or Dogs:

Electric mountain biker on Bob Middagh Trail - took photos of deep trail damage but wasn't able to get photo of biker. Middagh 

signage says trail closed to bikers and equestrians; electrical vehicles not allowed to the best of my knowledge

Description of Person Involved in the Incident (If Applicable):

Gender

M F

Race

Caucasian

Age

late 60s

Height

6'1 

Weight

185 lbs - in fit co

Hair

gray

Eyes

light

Complexion

very light skin with ruddier cheeks/nose

Clothing

Light gray jacket, khaki cutoffs, high end silver ebike w/ 4-5" wide curved top bar i

Mustache Beard Glasses

Description of Animal Involved in the Incident (If Applicable):

Breed Type Color Markings

If you would like to be contacted by staff, let us know the best way to reach you: 

Incident Report Response

E-mail Phone

Submit



Staff Section:

Disposition

Corrected Incident Type



For MCP use only 

Proposal No. Region 

Project Score 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Date: Project Name: 

Applicant Name: 

Organization Name: (if applicable) 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Telephone Number: Email Address: 

Organization Type: Nonprofit Organization Individual Other 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
1. Short summary of project (825 characters or less). What does the proposal attempt to accomplish?

2. The goals of the RTMP are as follows:

 Establish and maintain a sustainable system of roads and trails that meet design and 
management standards. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of roads and trails on sensitive resources, habitats, riparian
areas, and special status plant and animal species.

 Improve the visitor experience and visitor safety for all users, including hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.

Describe how the project will meet each goal (1100 characters or less). 

08/23/2020 Culvert Reconstruction on the Middagh Trail

Amory Willis, V.P. of the Marin Horse Council

Marin Horse Council

P.O. Box 1723

San Anselmo CA 94979

(415) 505-4648 amoryhw@comcast.net

✔

Please see Attachment "A", Item #1

Please see Attachment "A", Item #2



3. Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, and 
guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1100 characters or less). 

4. Does the project affect trails that connect to a sanctioned trail on adjacent public or private lands? 
Yes No 

5. Will this proposed project require coordination with adjacent public or private landowners? 
If so, please explain? (450 characters of less) 

Project actions (by segment and number):
Segment Name (i.e., “Woodoak Trail 25431”) Proposed Action (i.e., “close” or “reroute”) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

(Note: Sections 2 to 4 should be filled out for each proposed action listed above. Please make sure to 
copy and repeat sections 2 to 5 for each action and append these sections to this document.) 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 
1. Action title: 
2. Action type*: New Trail Decommission Reroute Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction 
Other 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 

Please see Attachment "A", Item #3

✔

No. The proposed actions can be accomplished on land within the Alto Bowl Preserve, owned and controlled by 
the Marin County Open Space District.  Reconstruction of the culvert will improve safe and enjoyable use of the 
entire Alto Bowl OSD trail system and provide safe connectivity for hikers and equestrians to the Camino Alto 
OSD trail system during rainy months.

Middagh Trail                             Culvert Reconstruction

Middagh Trail Culvert Reconstruction

✔

Remove and replace the existing culvert on the Middagh Trail, with a new culvert that is properly engineered, 
sized to allow adequate rain runoff water flow, and positioned and adequately graded to inhibit overflow or 
diversion of storm drainage. The work also includes the installation of new compacted fill and a stable, compacted 
road base surfacing material to eliminate rutting, ponding, erosion, slip hazards, and other trail degradation 
resulting from winter rains runoff.



4. Trails affected:

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions):

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes No 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply):
Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) 

Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Wildlife/botanical benefit Removes hazards 
Other

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 

Section 3: Action Location Information 
1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83):

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails):

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to
JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known):

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 
Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 
section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: 

d) Number of trees to be removed: 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 

Requests for accommodations may be made by calling (415) 473-4381, TTY (415) 473-2495, CRS dial 
711, e-mail at disabilityaccess@marincounty.org at least five work days in advance. Copies of 
documents are available in alternative formats, upon request. 

The Bob Middagh Trail

Ideally plan for reconstruction in 2020 so that project could be completed prior to the rainy season of 2021.

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

Accomplishes RTMP’s objectives and goals of improving environmentally sustainable and safe u
30 feet

5 feet

Alto Bowl Preserve OSP: Lat 37.9171390; Long. -122.5201428

See map attached

N/A

Sutton Manor Creek

Immediate surrounding vegetation and landscape countouring

protect habitat

None

reduce runoff and sedimentation



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Attachment “A” 

 

Date: 08/23/2020 

Project Name: Proposed Culvert Reconstruction – Middagh Trail – Alto Bowl OSP 

Applicant Name: Amory Willis, V.P. of the Marin Horse Council 

Organization Name: Marin Horse Council 

Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 1723 

City:  San Anselmo         State: CA    Zip: 94979 

Telephone: (415) 505-4648 

Email:  amoryhw@comcast.net 

Organization Type: Nonprofit 

 

Project Objectives: 
 
1. Short Summary of Project: 
 
(722 characters) 
 
The culvert at the eastern end of the Middagh Trail has failed to divert water flow, 
properly, and its surface is a slip/fall hazard. It needs to be replaced. Our proposal is to 
replace the existing culvert with a new culvert that is properly engineered, sized to allow 
adequate rain runoff water flow (“50 year” design flow), and positioned to inhibit 
overflow or diversion of drainage. The work would also include the installation of new 
compactable rip rap fill and a stable, compacted road base surfacing material to 
eliminate rutting, ponding, erosion, slip hazards, and other trail degradation resulting 
from winter rains runoff. 
 
Accordingly, mountain bikes and motorized bikes should not be allowed on the Middagh 
trail.  Their faster speeds and hard riding is creating rutted, puddled and muddy sections 
and increasing trail damage (see photo, below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 
 

2. Meeting RTMP Goals: 
 
(1090 characters) 
 
The existing culvert at the eastern end of the Middagh Trail does not meet the RTMP 
goals or its management standards. It fails to divert water flow, properly, during the 
rainy season, causing erosion and increased flow of sediment into Sutton Manor Creek. 
Continued visitor usage, particularly illegal biking, has caused the trail to widen to 4x its 
width and develop deep, muddy ruts where the Middagh slopes downwards to the creek 
(see photo, below). The ongoing widening of the trail is damaging plant and wildlife 
habitat, and failing to “reduce environmental impacts.” This has greatly reduced the 
visitor experience and visitor safety for hikers and, particularly, for equestrians. 
 
The ABHA has a policy to not ride the Middagh Trail for at least 3 – 4 days after it rains.  
Illegal cyclists do not follow similar guidelines.  As it is, equestrians are effectively 
displaced from the trail system adjacent to Horse Hill in the winter.  Wet, muddy, and 
slippery conditions prevent horseback riding on the Middagh Trail, without risking 
serious injury to horses. As a result, instead of accessing Camino Alto OSD from the 
Horse Hill Trail, Alto Bowl Fire Road and the Middagh Trail, equestrians must ride 
through Scott Valley and up Overhill Rd., which is unsafe. Overhill is too steep for many 
horses. 
 
3. How Project is consistent with policies, standards and RTMP guidelines 
 
(1081 characters) 
 
The proposed project is consistent with all RTMP policies, standards and guidelines.  It 
will reduce seasonal erosion of the Middagh Trail and reduce the flow of sediment into 
Sutton Manor Creek. It will stop seasonal widening of the trail and minimize damage to 
the riparian habitat and wildlife. It will eliminate seasonal boggy, muddy, hazardous 
conditions on the Middagh, thereby improving safety for all users and enhancing the 
user experience. 
 
The approval to allow bikes on the Middagh was “set aside” by the court. This ban 
should be permanent for the safety and protection of equestrians and horses.  The 
speeds bikes travel pose an existential threat to visitor safety, increase erosion and 
sedimentation into creeks, and damage to vegetation and wildlife habitats. Many 
residents walk or hike on the Alto Bowl OSD trails: some are elderly or disabled. The 
mix of hikers, equestrians, and bikers on narrow single-track trails is inherently 
hazardous for all. 
 
Per RTMP Policy SW 16: "The MCOSD may prohibit certain trail uses or apply 
increased trail use restrictions within certain areas to enhance safety, minimize conflicts 
between trail users and protect natural resources" including in areas "proximate to 
stables" and "traditionally heavily traveled by equestrians." 
 



3 
 

PHOTO (1) Trail damage near the Middagh culvert the Fire Road, caused by poor 
drainage design and aggressive, illegal trail riding by bikers 
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For MCP use only 

Proposal No. Region 

Project Score 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Date: Project Name: 

Applicant Name: 

Organization Name: (if applicable) 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Telephone Number: Email Address: 

Organization Type: Nonprofit Organization Individual Other 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
1. Short summary of project (825 characters or less). What does the proposal attempt to accomplish?

2. The goals of the RTMP are as follows:

 Establish and maintain a sustainable system of roads and trails that meet design and 
management standards. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of roads and trails on sensitive resources, habitats, riparian
areas, and special status plant and animal species.

 Improve the visitor experience and visitor safety for all users, including hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.

Describe how the project will meet each goal (1100 characters or less). 

08/23/2020 Alto Bowl Trails Repair and Reconstruction for User Safety

Marla and Peter Orth

Meadowcrest Homeowners Association

1200 Meadowcrest Drive

Corta Madera CA 94925

(415) 924-6362 pbworth@att.net

Homeowners Association

The “Horse Hill Trail” and Middagh Trail reconstruction has created new hazards for hikers/equestrians. Connecting
Coach Road to the Horse Hill social trail (west of Meadowcrest), created a seamless route from Horse Hill Preserve
to the Middagh Trail, dramatically increasing illegal biking and trail damage. Reconstruct trails, improve user safety
for all, and remedy negative impacts of the new work. a) Repair loose surfacing and slip and fall hazards at turns;
b) Reconstruct/widen/surface the existing Horse Hill Trail (going south); c) Improve trail safety for equestrians: add
horse steps on Middagh/Horse Hill Trails at steep grades; d) Improve drainage to reduce ponding, rutting, and slip
hazards; e) Install signage and barriers to deter illegal or harmful trail use. See attachments to Section 2.

All RTMP goals stated on this proposal form are all addressed. 1) Each action task fully aligns with RTMP goal to
meet design and management standards, reduce maintenance costs, ensure compliance essential to
environmental protection, the enhancement of the “user experience,” and the safety of all users. 2) Each action
task will reduce existing safety hazards and associated environmental impacts on sensitive habitats, plants, and
animal species, by providing adequate trail width and capacity, stable and reliable trail surfaces, and enabling
legal users to stay on trails in the habitat they are traversing. 3) Each action task improves the user experience
and safety for hikers and equestrians, and discourages illegal biking. The 2017 illegal approval of biking on the
Middagh being "set aside," has not stopped illegal use and has actually encouraged more illegal biking on the
Horse Hill Trail, causing increased conflicts, injuries, and diminished the user experience for all legal users.



3. Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, and
guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1100 characters or less). 

4. Does the project affect trails that connect to a sanctioned trail on adjacent public or private lands? 
Yes No 

5. Will this proposed project require coordination with adjacent public or private landowners? 
If so, please explain? (450 characters of less) 

Project actions (by segment and number):
Segment Name (i.e., “Woodoak Trail 25431”) Proposed Action (i.e., “close” or “reroute”) 

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

(Note: Sections 2 to 4 should be filled out for each proposed action listed above. Please make sure to 
copy and repeat sections 2 to 5 for each action and append these sections to this document.) 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 
1. Action title: 
2. Action type*: New Trail Decommission Reroute Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction 
Other 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan.

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 

See ATTACHMENT "A"

✔

The proposed project actions will not require any coordination with any other public or private landowner. All the
proposed work is on County owned and controlled open space land.

Middagh and new Horse Hill Trail repair, resurface, and reconstruct

Horse Hill Trail widen, resurface, reconstruct, and add horse steps

Middagh Trail and New Horse Hill Trail Add horse steps at steep grades and switchbacks

Middagh Trail and New Horse Hill Trail reconstruct/improve drainage/reduce erosion/hazards

Middagh Trail, Horse Hill Trail, and Fire Roads install signage and barriers to deter illegal/ harmful trail u

Alto Bowl Trails Repair and Reconstruction for User Safety

✔

Repair existing hazards and defects in trails and add new features

a) Repair trail surface and slip and fall hazards at turns on Middagh/new Horse Hill Trail; b)
Reconstruct/widen/surface the existing Horse Hill Trail (going south); c) Improve trail safety for equestrians: add
horse steps at steep grades on Middagh/Horse Hill Trails; d) Improve drainage to reduce ponding, rutting, and
slip hazards; e) Install signage and barriers to deter illegal or harmful trail use. See attachments for each, and
Attachments "A" and "B".



4. Trails affected:

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions):

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes No 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply):
Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) 

Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Wildlife/botanical benefit Removes hazards 
Other

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 

Section 3: Action Location Information 
1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83):

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails):

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to
JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known):

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 
Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 
section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: 

d) Number of trees to be removed: 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 

Requests for accommodations may be made by calling (415) 473-4381, TTY (415) 473-2495, CRS dial 
711, e-mail at disabilityaccess@marincounty.org at least five work days in advance. Copies of 
documents are available in alternative formats, upon request. 

Middagh Trail, New Horse Hill Trail, and existing trail to Horse Hill Preserve

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required by the District.

✔

✔

✔ ✔

Increases user safety, reduces user conflicts, environmnetal impacts, and maintenance costs
as noted

as noted

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping

The Alto Bowl Preserve and the Horse Hill Preserve

Coach Fire Road running north/south in Alto Bowl

USGS Base Map attached

None

Reduced vegetation impacts

Reduced impacts on wildlife

None

Reduced off trail usage by all legal users



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

  

ATTACHMENT “A” 

 

Date: 08/23/2020 

 

Project Name: Alto Bowl Trails Repair and Reconstruction for User Safety 

 

Applicant Name: Marla and Peter Orth 

Organization Name: Meadowcrest Homeowners Association 

Mailing Address: 1200 Meadowcrest Drive 

City: Corte Madera   State: CA   Zip: 94925 

Telephone: (415) 924-6263 

Email:  pbworth@att.net 

 

Organization Type: Homeowners Association 

 

 

Section 1: Project Objectives: 
 
Response to Section 1; Item #3: RTMP Policies, Standards, and Guidelines: 
Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, 
and guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1075 characters) 
 
RTMP Guidelines strive to “improve the visitor experience and visitor safety," and state 
that "The MCOSD may prohibit certain trail uses or apply increased trail use restrictions 
within certain areas to enhance safety, minimize conflicts between trail users and 
protect natural resources" in areas "traditionally heavily traveled by equestrians." (Policy 
SW 16) And “MCOSD will strive to prevent displacement of equestrians and pedestrians 
when accommodating trail access and trail connections for mountain bikers." (Policy 
SW 17)  And “protect sensitive habitat and natural resources” (TRL-2.1), and “Design 
and manage trails to avoid trespass” (TRL-2.2), and “maintain trails to protect the safety 
of trail users” (TRL-2.3), and “protect private property (TRL-2.d), and “Promote Harmony 
Among Trail Users” (TRL-2.g), and “monitor the type and frequency of violations,” (TRL-
2.p). We observe that illegal biking on the Horse Hill and Middagh Trails is ongoing, 
aggressive, and hazardous. Speeding bikers show little courtesy to others. Trail 
damage and erosion is increasing (See Photos, below). Hikers are regularly forced off 
trail to avoid collisions. This is particularly dangerous for seniors and the disabled. Many 
have given up hiking in the Alto Bowl. 
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Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Attachment “B” 
 
 
Response to Section 2: Item #3 a): Action Summary: Facts and Circumstances 
 
We live at 1200 Meadowcrest Drive, directly across from where the original Horse Hill 
Equestrian Trail coming from the Horse Hill Equestrian Preserve, to the south, meets 
the eastern end of the new Horse Hill Trail that goes down to the Coach Fire Rd. Our 
home and property have clear lines of sight to the trail intersections and the entire 
northern Alto Bowl Preserve. Since the District reconstructed the Middagh Trail and built 
the new Horse Hill Trail (after decommissioning the old Gasline Trail), we have 
witnessed an ongoing, dramatic increase in illegal east/west mountain bike riding on the 
Horse Hill Trail and the Middagh Trail. The trails are no longer a place of sanctuary or 
peace. 
 
This combined and cumulative illegal use is having significant negative impacts on the 
ability for hikers and equestrians to use these trails and has degrading the trails, the 
vegetation, and animal habitat. We have filed numerous incident reports about trail 
conflicts, rules-breaking, trails damage, and aggressive biker behavior, with MCSOD, 
for years, to absolutely no effect. Enforcement of trail rules is essentially non-existent. 
 
Bikers now enter the Alto Bowl from the east, illegally, via the top of the Horse Hill Trail 
near Meadowcrest Drive. They do this either by riding, illegally, on Meadowcrest Drive 
(a private road) or by riding up Horse Hill Trail from the Horse Hill Equestrian Preserve 
to the south (a trail restricted for hiker and equestrian use, only).  Bikers then travel 
west, illegally, down the new Horse Hill Trail to the Coach Road/Alto Bowl Fire Road. 
They then continue west, illegally, on the newly reconstructed Middagh Trail to Camino 
Alto 
 
If MCOSD were to allow mountain biking on the Middagh Trail, it would guarantee and, 
in fact, promote 1) illegal biking on the Horse Hill Trail (to get to the Middagh), 2) illegal 
north/south biking on Meadowcrest Drive (our Homeowners Association’s private 
street), 3) illegal north/south biking coming south on the Fairview Rd. “social trail” and 
across our own private property, and 4) illegal north/south biking on the restricted Horse 
Hill Trail section coming up from the Horse Hill Equestrian Preserve.  
 
The Middagh/Horse Hill trails are the only trail in the entire Alto Bowl/Horse Hill 
Preserve that prohibit bikes. All the other methods of traversing the Preserves (fire 
roads, streets, paths, etc.) are open to bikers. Allowing bikes on the Middagh Trail is 
simply inequitable.  



Trail Damage Photos (2018 to 2020) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

         



 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “a)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh and New Horse Hill Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Repair, resurface, reconstruct, and add horse steps 
 

1. Action title: Repair and Reconstruction Middagh and Horse Hill Trails for User safety and 

environmental protection 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ 

Other Repair existing hazards and defects in trail and add new features  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: Middagh and the new Horse Hill Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required by the District. 
 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: NO Yes 0 No 0✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) o 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES
 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) o 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ YES  Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

a) Repair trail surface and slip and fall hazards at turns on Middagh and Horse Hill Trails; The new trails are 
surfaced with a fill that is not amenable to compaction. This has created a slipping hazard on inclines, especially 
at hairpin turns on steeper portions of the grade. Where grades exceed 5%, resurface and compact gravel 
(roadbase or crushed granite) for improved user safety.  

 



 Other Increases user safety and reduces trails maintenance costs  Length of prosed 

trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = lengths of Middagh 

and Horse Hill as required. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = None removed 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): 
Coach Fire Road running north/south in Alto Bowl  

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Reduced vegetation impacts
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: Reduced impacts on wildlife
 

d) Number of trees to be removed: None 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduces off trail usage by all legal users 
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Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “b)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Horse Hill Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  widen, resurface, reconstruct, and add horse steps 
 

1. Action title: Reconstruct old Horse Hill Trail (going south) for User safety and 

environmental protection YES 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ YES 

Other Repair existing hazards and defects in trail and add new 

features  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: Existing Horse Hill Trail to Horse Hill Preserve 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required 
by the District. 

 
 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes 0 No 0✔ NO 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) NO 
 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES

 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ YES  Removes hazards o✔ YES 

b) The existing 600 ft. long section of the trail along Meadowcrest ridge to Horse Hill that is now 
connected by the new Horse Hill Trail, traverses a steep hillside, is heavily rutted by horse hoofs, and is 
limited to single passage on the steepest traverses. It needs to be reconstructed: widened to be 3’ to 4’ 
wide, properly graded, and resurfaced to be adequate for non-vehicular recreation, including those 
individuals with disabilities. A uniform, all weather surfaced (roadbase) trail will also be easier to 
maintain. 

 



 

 Other Increases user safety and reduces trails maintenance costs  Length of 

prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = approx. 2, 

250 feet of existing Horse Hill at indicated locations as required. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 3 to 4 feet wide 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

USGS Base Map Attached

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): None – begins at the end of Dollar Fire Road 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: minimal 
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: minimal 

d) Number of trees to be removed: None other than fallen dead trees 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduces off trail usage by all legal users 
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Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “c)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh and Horse Hill Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Add/install horse steps 
 

1. Action title: Improve trail safety for equestrians: add horse steps:  

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ YES 

Other Repair existing hazards and defects in trail and add new 

features  

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: The New Horse Hill Trail and Middagh Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required 
by the District. 

 
 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes 0 No 0✔ NO 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) NO 
 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES

 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ O Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

c) Install horse steps – 6 foot tread with up to 45 degree angle risers -- on the steepest 
grades and switch backs of the Horse Hill and Middagh Trail, as required, to improve 
equestrian user safety.  

 



 Other Increases user safety and reduces trails maintenance costs  Length of 

prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = on existing 

new Horse Hill and Middagh Trails at locations indicated. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = no change 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

USGS Base Map Attached

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): None  

 
 

 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: minimal 
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: minimal 

d) Number of trees to be removed: None other than fallen dead trees 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Discourages illegal trail usage by bikers 
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Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “d)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh Trail and New Horse Hill Trail 

 
Proposed Action:  Improve drainage / reduce erosion and hazards 
 

1. Action title: Improve drainage to reduce ponding, rutting, and slip hazards 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ YES 

Other Repair existing hazards and defects in trail drainage 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: The New Horse Hill Trail and Middagh Trail 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required 
by the District. 

 
 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes 0 No 0✔ NO 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) NO 
 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES

 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ O Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

 Other Increases user safety and reduces trails maintenance costs  Length of 

d) Existing drainage on the trails is generally poor, creating ponding, rutting, slip hazards, sediment 
runoff, and user hazards, and forcing users to go off trail. Install and “all weather” surface (e.g., road 
base or crushed granite) and proper drainage gravel under natural depressions on Middagh and New 
Horse Hill Trails. Reconstruct drainage at the Middagh end at Coach Fire Road. Add non-slip trail 
surface over the newly installed drainage culvert on the Horse Hill Trail -- add additional riprap with a 
walking surface overlay, for pedestrian and equestrian safety. 

 



prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = On existing 

new Horse Hill and Middagh Trails at locations indicated 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = no change 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve  
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

USGS Base Map Attached

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): None except at connection to Coach Fire Road. 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: minimal 
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: minimal 

d) Number of trees to be removed: None other than fallen dead trees 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: None 
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Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “e)” 

 
 
Segment Name: Middagh Trail, Horse Hill Trail, Coach Fire Road, and Dollar Fire 
Road 

 
Proposed Action:  Install signage and barriers to deter illegal or harmful trail use: 
 

1. Action title: Install clear signage and physical deterrents to illegal or harmful use 

2. Action type*: New Trail o Decommission o Reroute o Change in Use o 

Road to Trail Conversion o Reconstruction o✔ YES 

Other Install signage and physical barriers to illegal or harmful trail use 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 
 
 

4. Trails affected: The New Horse Hill Trail,  Middagh Trail, Horse Hill Trail to Horse Hill Preserve, 

and  Coash and Dollar Fire Roads 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

Immediate and relatively short. Work tasks can be sequential or concurrent as required 
by the District. 

 
 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes 0 No 0✔ NO 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) NO 
 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) o✔ YES

 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 
 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) NO 

e) Signage and even physical barriers are needed at critical junctures, to direct hiker and equestrians to 
desired destinations, and deter or redirect illegal bikers and mechanized users away from narrow single 
track trails in the Alto Bowl Preserve. The locations are at the beginning and end of each trail (Middagh 
and Horse Hill and the Coach Fire Road), at junctions of trails at points where usage restrictions 
change (the Dollar Fire Road at its northern end), and in other situations where signage is either non-
existent or presently too small or illegible for users to readily see (the entrance to the Dollar Fire Road 
on Lomita Drive) and the “no biking” restrictions on the Middagh and Horse Hill Trails. 

 



 Wildlife/botanical benefit o✔ YES Removes hazards o✔ YES 

 

 Other Increases user safety and reduces trails maintenance costs  Length of 

prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = On trails 

and at intersections in Alto Bowl Preserve and Horse Hill Preserve, as indicated. 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = no changes 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

As shown on current Region 1 MCOSD Mapping 
 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The Alto Bowl Preserve and Horse Hill Preserve 
 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

USGS Base Map Attached

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): Coach Fire Road and Dollar Fire Road. 

 
 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: minimal 
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: minimal 

d) Number of trees to be removed: None  

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Clear designation of legal trail usage will greatly 
decrease illegal, off-trail environmental destruction 
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For MCP use only 

Proposal No. Region 

Project Score 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Date: Project Name: 

Applicant Name: 

Organization Name: (if applicable) 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Telephone Number: Email Address: 

Organization Type: Nonprofit Organization Individual Other 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
1. Short summary of project (825 characters or less). What does the proposal attempt to accomplish?

2. The goals of the RTMP are as follows:

 Establish and maintain a sustainable system of roads and trails that meet design and 
management standards. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of roads and trails on sensitive resources, habitats, riparian
areas, and special status plant and animal species.

 Improve the visitor experience and visitor safety for all users, including hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.

Describe how the project will meet each goal (1100 characters or less). 

08/24/2020 New East/West connector bike trail: Alto Bowl & Horse Hill Preserve

John Palmer

Scott Valley Homeowners Association

PO Box 392

Mill Valley CA 94942

(415) 272-1728 jp@montgomerypartners.net

✔

Please see Attachment A: Section 1, Item #1

Please see Attachment A: Section 1, Item #2



3. Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, and
guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1100 characters or less). 

4. Does the project affect trails that connect to a sanctioned trail on adjacent public or private lands? 
Yes No 

5. Will this proposed project require coordination with adjacent public or private landowners? 
If so, please explain? (450 characters of less) 

Project actions (by segment and number):
Segment Name (i.e., “Woodoak Trail 25431”) Proposed Action (i.e., “close” or “reroute”) 

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

(Note: Sections 2 to 4 should be filled out for each proposed action listed above. Please make sure to 
copy and repeat sections 2 to 5 for each action and append these sections to this document.) 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 
1. Action title: 
2. Action type*: New Trail Decommission Reroute Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction 
Other 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan.

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 

Please see Attachment A: Section 1, Item #3

✔

The new east/west biking connector trail project proposed in Action Item a) is located MCOSD District Open
Space land in the Alto Bowl Preserve and the Horse Hill Equestrian Preserve.

Alto Bowl and Horse Hill Preserve New trail: See attached map

A New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl Preserve

✔

✔

Please see Section 2 Attachment A and Attachment B; for the Project Action described above.



4. Trails affected:

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions):

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes No 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply):
Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) 

Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Wildlife/botanical benefit Removes hazards 
Other

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 

Section 3: Action Location Information 
1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83):

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails):

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to
JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known):

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 
Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 
section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: 

d) Number of trees to be removed: 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 

Requests for accommodations may be made by calling (415) 473-4381, TTY (415) 473-2495, CRS dial 
711, e-mail at disabilityaccess@marincounty.org at least five work days in advance. Copies of 
documents are available in alternative formats, upon request. 

the Horse Hill/Dollar Fire Road

Work can be commenced immediately with District approval and completed during dry seasons

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

Improve options and the off-road riding experience for bikers
See Attach

See Attach

Please see Attachment A; Section 2 for each of the Project Actions described above: a)

In the Alto Bowl and Horse Hill Preserve and connecting to the Dollar Fire Rd., Vasco Court, and Lomita Drive.

New trail access connects the highway 101 multi-use path and

the northeastern end of Lomita Drive to Vasco Court in Scott Valley Meadows.

NONE

Minimal impacts on native grassland slopes

Minimal to negligable

Minimal tree trimming

Reduction of illegal trail and off trail riding to benefit habitat
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Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Attachment “A” 

 

Date: 08/24/2020 

Project Name: New East/West Connector Trail in Alto Bowl / Horse Hill Preserve 

Applicant Name: John Palmer 

Organization Name: Scott Valley Homeowners Association 

Mailing Address: PO Box 392 

City: Mill Valley   State: CA   Zip: 94942 

Telephone: (415) 272-1728 

Email: jp@montgomerypartners.net 

Organization Type: Nonprofit 

 

 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
 
1. Response to Section 1 – Item #1: Short Summary of Project: (823 characters) 
 
Create a new, east/west connector trail offering a direct, off-road route across the Horse 
Hill and Alto Bowl Preserves (See map, attached). The Middagh Trail was a poor choice 
for biking connectivity to the Camino Alto Preserve, because it promoted illegal riding on 
the Horse Hill Trail to achieve an east/west connector, thus increasing user conflicts and 
decreasing public safety. This proposal creates a new trail connection from the end of 
the multi-use path along Highway 101, to the east (where cyclists currently continue on 
to Lomita Drive), to Vasco Court, to the west, in close proximity to the Mill Valley 
Sausalito Multi-Use path and quick access to Camino Alto and the Camino Alto 
Preserve fire roads, via Underhill Rd. Bikers coming from the south (from Mill Valley, 
Tiburon, or Strawberry, Alto Sutton neighborhoods, and the Mill Valley Sausalito 
Multiuse Path) can access this new east/west trail from Vasco or from the Horse Hill 
Fire Rd, midway, off of Lomita Dr. 
 
2. Response to Section 1 – Item #2: Meeting RTMP Goals: (1092 characters)  
 
As someone who lives in close proximity, it is my observation that the Middagh Trail 
cannot safely accommodate cyclists without violating two fundamental goals RTMP 
goals: maximizing public safety and improving the user experience for all: ongoing, 
illegal, east/west bike riding on the Middagh and, consequently, the Horse Hill Trail, has 
displaced many hikers and equestrians. (See Policy SW.16 and SW.17).  
 
The proposed new southern Alto Bowl/Horse Hill Preserve trail meets RTMP goals and 
design, sustainability, and management standards. It will have limited environmental 
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impact and decrease illegal off-trail riding, trail hazards, and user conflicts. It will 
increase enhance the experience for all Alto Bowl Preserve users, particularly for bikers, 
and best serve their need for an off-road, biking, east/west connector. The new trail will 
be convenient and have gradual grade variations, excellent open sight lines, and 
provide a greatly improved off-road biking experience. 
 
Also, note that existing conditions have changed since 2015, when the Middagh 
proposal was scored. In 2016, a new, Class II, a Class III like lane was created on 
Camino Alto, from Blithedale Ave to the summit of the Corte Madera grade, providing a 
new route and eliminating concerns about biking safety. 
 
3. Response to Section 1 – Item #3: How the Project is consistent with policies, 
standards, and RTMP Guidelines (1096 characters) 
 
As a long-time Scott Valley resident, my observations are: biking on single-track 
hiking/equestrian trails displaces existing users, increases user conflicts, and reduces 
public safety. A new, southern, east/west connector will benefit all users.  
 
This project is supported by many goals and policies of the RTMP: Policy SW.12, “strive 
to increase road and trail connectivity.” It conforms to GOALS TRL-1 (“expand trail 
network”), TRL-1.2 (“expand trail system”), TRL.1.d (“complete trail systems”), TRL-2.3 
and TRL-2.e, (“user” and “public safety”), TRL-2.6 and P3 (create “multiple access 
points” to the open space lands), and Policy T.1 and SW.12 (“loop connectors”). 
 
Keeping bikes off the Middagh is a superior solution for all, because it encourages legal 
biking, and is supported by Policy SW.16, "The MCOSD may prohibit certain trail uses 
or apply increased trail use restrictions within certain areas to enhance safety, minimize 
conflicts between trail users and protect natural resources." And is supported by Policy 
SW.17, “strive to prevent displacement of equestrians and pedestrians when 
accommodating trail access and trail connections for mountain bikers” and “take care to 
maintain connectivity between destinations for user groups historically using those 
trails.” 
 
Response to Section 2: Item #3 a): Action Summary 
 
New East/West Connector Bike Trail across the Alto Bowl Preserve and Horse Hill 
Preserve:  Project Action a): (497 characters) 
 
Create new east/west connector trail, starting where the Highway 101 multi-use path 
meets the end of Lomita Rd., across the southern Alto Bowl Preserve border to Vasco 
Court (See map, attached). Install 5 ft. bench cut following existing topography, having 
varying but gradual slopes, good natural drainage, and largely unobstructed sight lines. 
Habitat disruption and vegetation removal is minimal. No streams or registered species 
are impacted. The new trail is within MCOSD lands. The trail will meet or exceed all 
RTMP trails guidelines and construction and maintenance standards.  
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Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Attachment “B” 
 
 
Response to Section 2: Item #3 a): Action Summary: Facts and Circumstances 
 
  

As a resident living in close proximity to the Middagh Trail, it is my personal observation 
that since the District reconstructed the Middagh Trail and built the new Horse Hill Trail 
(which replaced the decommissioned “Gasline Trail”), there has been a significant 
increase in illegal mountain bike riding in the northern Alto Bowl Preserve.  
 
Bikers now enter the Alto Bowl from the east, illegally, via the Horse Hill Trail. They do 
this either by riding, illegally, on Meadowcrest Drive (a private road) or by riding up 
Horse Hill Trail from the Horse Hill Equestrian Preserve to the south (a trail restricted to 
hikers and equestrians, only).  Bikers then travel west, illegally, down the new Horse Hill 
Trail to the Coach Road/Alto Bowl Fire Road, which they cross to continue west, 
illegally, on the newly reconstructed Middagh Trail to Camino Alto. 
 
As such, opening up the Middagh Trail to mountain biking for east-west connectivity 
would encourage the already prevalent practice of illegal, dangerous, environmentally 
destructive trail riding, and invite increased illegal routes across the Alto Bowl Preserve. 
MCOSD is well aware of this situation from all the incident reports filed documenting 
flagrant, illegal use. 
 
Ironically, the illegal east/west route via Horse Hill Trail and onto the Middagh Trail is 
much longer than the new trail we show in our RTMP Trails Proposal. Our new, 
southern, east/west connector offers a much shorter route and less surface street riding 
than the illegal path bikers are now using. It offers a more immediate, safe, and legal 
east/west connector route for bikers coming from the south to access the fire roads in 
the Camino Alto preserve, which is the primary, stated goal of biking advocates. 
 
 
 





For MCP use only 

Proposal No. Region 

Project Score 

Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Date: Project Name: 

Applicant Name: 

Organization Name: (if applicable) 

Mailing Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

Telephone Number: Email Address: 

Organization Type: Nonprofit Organization Individual Other 

Section 1: Project Objectives 
1. Short summary of project (825 characters or less). What does the proposal attempt to accomplish?

2. The goals of the RTMP are as follows:

 Establish and maintain a sustainable system of roads and trails that meet design and 
management standards. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of roads and trails on sensitive resources, habitats, riparian
areas, and special status plant and animal species.

 Improve the visitor experience and visitor safety for all users, including hikers, mountain bikers,
and equestrians.

Describe how the project will meet each goal (1100 characters or less). 

08/23/2020 Middagh and Horse Hill Trail reconstruction and pinch points

Suzanne Gooch

lifetime member of the Marin Horse Council

134 Filbert Avenue

Sausalito CA 94965

(415) 302-7007 suzannegooch@icloud.com

✔

Please see ATTACHMENT "A" - Item #1 
 

Please see ATTACHMENT "A" - Item #2



3. Describe how the project and its objectives are consistent with the policies, standards, and
guidelines/BMPs listed in Chapter 5 of the RTMP (1100 characters or less). 

4. Does the project affect trails that connect to a sanctioned trail on adjacent public or private lands? 
Yes No 

5. Will this proposed project require coordination with adjacent public or private landowners? 
If so, please explain? (450 characters of less) 

Project actions (by segment and number):
Segment Name (i.e., “Woodoak Trail 25431”) Proposed Action (i.e., “close” or “reroute”) 

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

(Note: Sections 2 to 4 should be filled out for each proposed action listed above. Please make sure to 
copy and repeat sections 2 to 5 for each action and append these sections to this document.) 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics 
1. Action title: 
2. Action type*: New Trail Decommission Reroute Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction 
Other 

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan.

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 

Please see ATTACHMENT "A" - Item #3

✔

The proposed actions can be accomplished on land within the Alto Bowl Preserve, owned and controlled by the 
Marin County Open Space District.

Middagh and Horse Hill Trails Add pinch points and "step over" barriers

Middagh Trail Add solid barrier to block access at NW hillside

See Separate Forms for Sections 2 to 4 for each proposed action item

See Section 2 Action and Summary for each proposed action, attached.



4. Trails affected:

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions):

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes No 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply):
Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) 

Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

Wildlife/botanical benefit Removes hazards 
Other

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = 

Section 3: Action Location Information 
1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83):

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails):

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to
JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known):

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 
Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 
section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: 

d) Number of trees to be removed: 

e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: 

Requests for accommodations may be made by calling (415) 473-4381, TTY (415) 473-2495, CRS dial 
711, e-mail at disabilityaccess@marincounty.org at least five work days in advance. Copies of 
documents are available in alternative formats, upon request. 

Middagh Trail and Horse Hill Trail

The work can commence at any time other than in winter rainy season

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

0

0

See Section 2 Action and Summary for each proposed action, attached.

See Section 2 Action and Summary for each proposed action, attached.

See Section 2 Action and Summary for each proposed action, at

See attached.

See attached.

See attached.

See attached.

See attached.



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

Attachment “A” 

 

Date: 08/23/2020 

Project Name: Middagh and Horse Hill Trail reconstruction and pinch points– Alto Bowl 

OSP 

Applicant Name: Suzanne Gooch 

Organization Name: Lifetime member of the Marin Horse Council 

Mailing Address:  134 Filbert Avenue 

City:  Sausalito   State: CA    Zip: 94965 

Telephone: (415) 302-7007 

Email:  suzannegooch@icloud.com 

Organization Type: Individual 

 
Project Objectives: 
 
Response to Section 1 – Item #1: Short Summary of Project: 
 
(771 characters) 
 
The Proposal has 2 parts: 
 
1) Install pinch points (angled wooden structures–See attached photo of existing pinch 
point at Lomita Drive and Horse Hill Fire Road) at the east and west ends of the 
Middagh Trail and the Horse Hill Trails, to allow hikers to enter/exit, but deter illegal 
biking.  Also, install "step-over" barriers for horses, next to each pinch point, to allow 
equestrians to safely enter/exit the trails. (See Map A, attached, for locations)  
 
2) Block off/decommission the steep, hillside “social trail” access from Camino Alto to 
the Middagh Trail, at the upper, northwest trail switchback of the Middagh (see Map B, 
attached, for location), with a tall, solid barrier along the Camino Alto roadway to reduce 
hillside erosion and habitat damage by users, and eliminate dangerous equestrian and 
hiker conflicts with fast-moving illegal bikers entering the trail from down the hillside off 
of Camino Alto.  
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Response to Section 1 – Item #2: Meeting RTMP Goals: 
 
(1061 characters) 
 
The proposals each address the 3 RTMP goals noted above on this submission form.  
 

1) I have observed that illegal biking on the Middagh and new Horse Hill Trail 
(east/west from Coach Fire Road up to the Meadowcrest ridge and on to Horse 
Hill Preserve) is causing deepening erosion on the trails, which is degrading the 
trails and increasing the needs for maintenance and repair. 
 

2) I have observed that illegal trail use by bikers has significant, negative impacts 
on sensitive resources and the habitat and vegetation along each trail. User 
conflicts with hikers and equestrians cause bike riders to go off-trail, causing 
increased erosion, rutting, and damage to the trail beds and shoulders. This is 
causing water ponding on trails and increased runoff and sedimentation into 
Sutton Manor Creek. 

 
3) The Middagh and Horse Hill Trails are the only trails remaining in the Alto Bowl 

Preserve that are for the exclusive use of hikers and equestrians. Bikers have 
numerous other options (See Map C, attached) and are not unfairly prejudiced by 
these proposals. The installation of appropriate pinch points and barriers will 
greatly improve the visitor experience for all Alto Bowl Preserve users, improve 
trail safety, and reduce hazardous user conflicts with bikers.  

 
Response to Section 1 – Item #3: How the Project is consistent with policies, standards 
and RTMP Guidelines 
 
(1076 characters) 
 
I have observed that illegal trail use increases trails conflicts and hazardous conditions, 

is in direct violation of the fundamental policies, standards, and guidelines of the RTMP, 

which include the goal to “achieve continuous measurable reductions in physical and 

environmental impacts associated with the road and trail network, and enhance visitor 

experience and safety.” (Chapter 5, 5-2). 

Per RTMP Policy SW 16: "The MCOSD may prohibit certain trail uses or apply 

increased trail use restrictions within certain areas to enhance safety, minimize conflicts 

between trail users and protect natural resources" including in areas "proximate to 

stables" and "traditionally heavily traveled by equestrians." And, per RTMP Policy SW 

17: Policy SW 17: Displacement of Existing Trail Users. “The MCOSD will strive to 

prevent displacement of equestrians and pedestrians when accommodating trail access 

and trail connections for mountain bikers.” And see See RTMP Policy SW.3. Re: 

“unacceptable erosion, damage to plants” and “compromises public safety.” 
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The County’s lack of enforcement of illegal use lends support to why this project is 

needed. I have filed numerous trail incident reports because of my concern for my own 

safety and the safety of others, to no effect. 

 

Response to Section 2: Item #3: Action Summary 

(472 characters) 

Project Action a)  

Install pinch points at the east and west ends of the Middagh Trail and the Horse Hill 

Traits, to allow hikers to enter/exit. "Pinch points" are fence-like, angled wooden 

structures that are approximately 42" high (See photo, below, of existing pinch point at 

Lomita Drive and Horse Hill Fire Road), which allow pedestrian/hiker passage. Also, 

install “step-over" barriers for horses, next to each pinch point. “Step-overs” are 

horizontal, wooden barriers, approx. 18” high, to allow equestrians to enter/exit the 

trails.   

Photo of right angled pinch point fencing barrier at Horse Hill Fire Road 

 

(446 characters) 

Project Action b)  

Install a solid wooden fence or other appropriate, permanent barrier along Camino Alto, 

on MCOSD land) to decommission the existing “social trail” and block access down the 

steeply inclined hillside slope at the northwestern most switchback in the Middagh Trail, 

to eliminate erosion, habitat damage, and dangerous equestrian and hiker conflicts with 
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fast-moving illegal biker access entering down the hillside off of Camino Alto, and hikers 

trampling vegetation and eroding the hillside. See photos, below. 

Photo of degraded hillside at Middagh Trail switchback 

 

Photo of access point that needs to be blocked off 

 



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Date: 08/20/2020 

Project Name: Middagh and Horse Hill Trail reconstruction and pinch points– Alto Bowl OSP 

Applicant Name: Suzanne Gooch 

Organization Name: Lifetime member of the Marin Horse Council 

Mailing Address:  134 Filbert Avenue 

City:  Sausalito   State: CA    Zip: 94965 

Telephone: (415) 302-7007 

Email:  suzannegooch@icloud.com 

 

Organization Type: Individual 

 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “a)” 
 

1. Action title: Add pinch points and "step over" barriers to the ends of the Middagh and Horse Hill Trails 

2. Action type*: New Trail  Decommission  Reroute  Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction ✔ 

Other Added user safety and access actions   

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 

Please see ATTACHMENT "A" – Response to Section 2: Item #3 a) 



4. Trails affected: The Middagh and Horse Hill Trails 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

The work can be commenced at any time other than winter rainy season 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes  No ✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) ✔ 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit ✔ Removes hazards ✔ 

 Other    

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = N/A 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = None
 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

Middagh: Lt.37.916; Lg.-122.526; Lt.37.917; Lg.-122.520; Horse Hill Lt.37.917; Lg.-122.520; Lt.37.916; Lg.-122.518 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

The eastern and western terminus of the Middagh Trail and the Horse Hill Trail. 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): None 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Natural, existing trails vegetation
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: wildlife benefits of reduced environmental degradation   

d) Number of trees to be removed: NoneOther environmental impacts or benefits:

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org


e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduced trails damage, erosion, runnoff, habitat loss  



Roads and Trail Management Plan Project Proposal Form 

 

Date: 08/20/2020 

Project Name: Middagh and Horse Hill Trail reconstruction and pinch points– Alto Bowl OSP 

Applicant Name: Suzanne Gooch 

Organization Name: Lifetime member of the Marin Horse Council 

Mailing Address:  134 Filbert Avenue 

City:  Sausalito   State: CA    Zip: 94965 

Telephone: (415) 302-7007 

Email:  suzannegooch@icloud.com 

 

Organization Type: Individual 

 

 

Section 2: Action Summary and Metrics:   Action “b)” 
 

1. Action title: Install hillside barrier at the northwestern switchback in the Middagh Trail 

2. Action type*: New Trail  Decommission ✔ Reroute  Change in Use 

Road to Trail Conversion Reconstruction ✔ 

Other   

* For definition of terms, see Road and Trail Management Plan. 

3. Action summary: (500 characters of less) 
 

 

Please see ATTACHMENT "A" – Response to Section 2: Item #3 b) 



4. Trails affected: The Middagh Trail
 

5. Time frame for action (relative to the sequence of other proposed actions): 

The work can be commenced at any time other than winter rainy season 

 

 

 

6. Will action involve volunteers: Yes  No ✔ 

7. Benefits of proposed action (check all that apply): 

 Increase recreational access (new trail, change in use) 

 More enjoyable trail (existing trail conditions, problem areas) ✔ 

 Unsustainable trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) ✔ 

 Redundant trail reduction (rerouting, trail closures) 

 Sediment reduction (rerouting, trail closures) ✔ 

 Wildlife/botanical benefit ✔ Removes hazards ✔ 

 Other Reduction in hillside erosion and vegetation destruction    

Length of prosed trail to be built, rerouted, reconstructed, converted, or decommissioned feet = N/A 

Desired trail width (average) or width of trail to be removed width = None
 

Section 3: Action Location Information 

1. Latitude, longitude (in decimal degrees, geographic, NAD83): 

Middagh: Lt.37.917; Lg.-122.525; 

 

 

 

2. Location description (including the affected preserve or park and all connecting trails): 

Most northwestern turn in Middagh Trail near Camino Alto roadway 

 

 

 

3. Location map (please attach, on USGS topographic base map, or send .kml file to  

JCampo@marincounty.org with project name in subject line). 

4. Road IDs of relevant segments (if known): None

 

 

 

Section 4: Environmental Impacts and Implementation Details 

Marin County Parks recognizes that applicants may not have access to the information requested in this 

section. Enter “don’t know” where applicable. 

a) Number of streams to be crossed or stream crossings decommissioned: None
 

b) Vegetation types impacted or restored: Natural, existing hillside vegetation
 

c) Anticipated wildlife issues: wildlife benefits of reduced habitat degradation   

d) Number of trees to be removed: None 

mailto:JCampo@marincounty.org
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e) Other environmental impacts or benefits: Reduced trails damage, erosion, runnoff, habitat loss   
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